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Cheer Bear And The Treasure Hunt Storybook Care Bears
Kids will love this creative and fun book in which 4 animals (an otter, beaver, golden
retriever and amp; lion) teach personality traits and how to respect and appreciate each
individual for who they are.
The reader must navigate a series of mazes, avoiding numerous dangers, in order to
find a pirate's treasure hidden on Haunted Island.
A little girl imagines her best friend who comes to life one magical afternoon in this
heartwarming, debut picture book from popular Etsy artist Lisa Stubbs. Lily likes nothing
better than to imagine and draw the things she loves. She draws cats and birds and
boats and houses, and one day she makes a very special drawing of a bear who comes
to life. Lily shows Bear her favorite things, and Bear shows Lily his—because everyone
knows that friends help friends see the world in a new way. That’s why Lily and Bear
are forever friends!
She was a means to an end...he wasn't supposed to ever love her. He lived an idyllic
life... One day, Flynn, Earl of Luxmoore, was a wealthy, carefree lord, courting the
woman he intended to wed. And the next day, he's stripped of all but his title and left
with no means to care for his loved ones. When the person responsible for his ruination
offers him a solution-marriage to an unwilling and resentful American beauty-he has no
choice but to accept. Not if he wants to care for his ailing mother, elderly grandmother,
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and disabled sister. Fate dealt her a cruel hand... Angelina Ellsworth unwittingly
committed bigamy, and when she finds herself pregnant, she'll do anything to protect
her baby. Including fleeing to England and marrying a handsome nobleman, every bit
as desperate and opposed to their marriage of convenience as she. She agrees to wed
Flynn, stipulating two conditions: the union is in name only, and after a year, they'll go
their separate ways. Except, Angelina didn't count on her first husband, refusing to let
her go. Resentment and anger war with passion and desire... Flynn risks his life to
protect Angelina from the madman pursuing her, but is his sacrifice enough? Can a
woman who's vowed to never trust a man again and an embittered lord find
contentment in an arranged marriage neither wanted? Historical romance at its best!
This sigh-worthy Scottish Regency by a USA Today bestselling author will have you
reaching for the tissues! You'll eagerly escape into this page-turner and cheer as Flynn
and Angelina take a chance on love. If you enjoy reading arranged marriages, love
stories packed with suspense, a dash of humor, and heartwarming emotion, then you'll
adore Collette Cameron's passionate HIGHLAND HEATHER ROMANCING A SCOT
Series. Buy TRIUMPH AND TREASURE today and settle into your favorite reading
nook for an unforgettable historical romance escapade you can't put down. Though this
book can easily be read as a stand-alone, most readers prefer to read the series in
order. HIGHLAND HEATHER ROMANCING A SCOT: Triumph and Treasure Virtue
and Valor Heartbreak and Honor Scandal's Splendor Passion and Plunder Seductive
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Surrender A Yuletide Highlander CHECK OUT COLLETTE'S OTHER SERIES: Castle
Brides Daughters of Desire (Scandalous Ladies) Highland Heather Romancing a Scot
The Blue Rose Regency Romances: The Culpepper Misses Seductive Scoundrels The
Honorable Rogues(R) Wicked Earls' Club
Who will fix the friendship? It's playtime and Bear and Goose are having fun. Then Little
Fox joins in and somebody gets left out. Sound familiar? The dilemma of choosing one
friend over another is one of childhood's classic problems. Someone's feelings are
bound to get hurt. But as this gentle story shows, the solution lies in including friends,
not excluding them. As in her previous Bear and Goose stories, Suzanne Bloom's latest
book deals with a familiar aspect of friendship: being left out.
The bears are back in town in Care Bears: Unlock the Magic! This 8x8 comes with 2
sticker sheets and an adventure-filled story starring everyone's favorite Care Bears.
The discovery of an ancient, lost gateway leads the Care Bears on a rescue mission in
the Silver Lining, a realm of natural wonders and comical creatures in the clouds
beyond the borders of Care-A-Lot! While there, new discoveries expand the mission,
challenging Cheer and Grumpy to grow beyond their present abilities and help the
denizens of the Silver Lining. Read along in this 8x8 with stickers and join the
adventure!
Chicago has many treasures. The Magnificent Mile and Wrigley Field, wonderful public
art and parks, beautiful bridges and skylines. But the true heart and the real treasure of
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the city are its children. This book is devoted to Chicago's children. Come along as they
travel to worlds within worlds, becoming storybook characters who follow the Yellow
Brick Road, sip tea in Wonderland, tame a tiger, live in a shoe, climb a magic beanstalk
to bring home a golden-egg-laying hen, turn a frog into a prince, meet fairies and
dragons. Continue as they step into painted canvases to inhabit scenes from other
times and places. After climbing down from those framed worlds, they explore the city,
high-fiving the victorious Chicago Bears, joining penguins at the theater, and leaping
across State Street Bridge aboard African impalas. The kids are the story. The book is
their adventure. Its door swings open. . . For kids of all ages. 168 pages and 150
illustrations. Unlimited dreams.
The Berenstain Bears are ready to cheer on their favorite baseball team in this new
action-packed addition to the classic New York Times bestselling series. The family
enjoys everything the ball game has to offer, from the seventh-inning stretch to catching
a fly ball. Papa even takes a shot as the team’s mascot! The Berenstain Bears: We
Love Baseball! is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it's perfect for children
learning to sound out words and sentences.
An ancient sect. A modern mystery. The most dangerous secret ever unearthed. Antiquarian
bookseller Robin Jessop has acquired a strange medieval volume. What appears to be a book
is a cleverly disguised safe, in which she finds a single rolled parchment, written in code. For
encryption expert David Mallory, the text is impenetrable. Until an invaluable clue opens the
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door to a conspiracy, stretching back seven centuries. Now Jessop and Mallory find
themselves on a desperate hunt that could change history, topple an empire and bury them
both alive. Because soon they’re not only the hunters. They’re also the hunted. An absolutely
gripping Templar conspiracy thriller, perfect for fans of Mario Reading, Dan Brown and Scott
Mariani. Praise for The Lost Treasure of the Templars 'Once you start it is impossible to stop!'
Eurocrime ‘A thrilling historical mystery full of ingenious clues and unexpected twists' Good
Book Guide ‘Superbly crafted ... it breaks new ground ... a tightly worded, sharply written
thriller' CrimeSquad.com
Life is perfect for Donna and Kim Boon when they move in with their Aunt, until her murder
unearths a secret that will alter everything they've ever known. Donna and Kim Boon moved to
Houston, Texas with their aunt Lisa when they were orphaned at ten years old. Lisa raised the
girls as her own, showering them with everything a young woman could want. The girls have
grown up into beautiful and privileged Houstonites and are two of the most eligible
bachelorettes in the city, with more suitors than they know how to handle. Life seems perfect,
but when Aunt Lisa is gunned down in cold blood, the girls discover a family secret that will
change their lives forever.
Ray A. Young Bear's work has been called "magnificent" by The New York Times and "a
national treasure" by Bloomsbury Review. Dazzlingly original, but with deep roots in his
traditional Mesquakie culture, Young Bear is a master wordsmith poised with trickster-like
aplomb between the ancient world of his forefathers and the ever-encroaching "blurred face of
modernity". Remnants of the First Earth continues the story of Edgar Bearchild — Young Bear's
fictionalized alter ego — which began with Black Eagle Child, a New York Times Notable Book
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for 1992. Young Bear revisits the Black Eagle Child Settlement and its residents, including Ted
Facepaint, Rose Grassleggings, Junior Pipestar, Lorna Bearcap, and Luciano Bearchild. At the
center of the novel is a murder investigation involving a powerful shaman holding court at the
local Ramada Inn, negligent white cops from nearby Why Cheer, and corrupt tribal authorities.
This lyrical narrative swirls through the present and into the mysteries of the age-old stories
and myths that still haunt, inform, and enlighten this uniquely American community.
Bear can do everything—except ride a bike. Discover how he overcomes his two-wheeled
challenge in this irresistibly adorable picture book! Bear can do almost anything. His one-paw
pawstand is perfection. He can solve the trickiest of equations. He can even out-build a
brigade of beavers. But the one thing Bear can’t do? Ride a bike. Bear tries everything to help
him learn: library books, training wheels and super-cheers from his fellow animal friends. But
all of those fail to get poor Bear on two wheels.The situation is looking unbearable—but an
unexpected mishap might be just the thing that propels Bear to bike on!
Annette and Lucien are enemies. After Annette gets Lucien into trouble at school, he decides
to get back at her by threatening the most precious thing in the world to her: her little brother
Dani. But tragedy strikes. Annette is so filled with rage she sets out to alienate and humiliate
Lucien at every turn. As Lucien seeks to repent and restore, light floods both of their dark
hearts and Christ proves that He makes all things new.
Follow the clues and find the treasure with Max and Ruby! Oh no! A thunderstorm has ruined
the picnic that Max and Ruby and their friends, Louise and Lily, have planned. Now the four
friends have nothing to do. But Grandma saves the day with an ingenious treasure hunt. The
clues are Mother Goose rhymes and jump-rope rhymes, and a missing word in each one leads
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the bunnies to the next clue, until they reach the prize, a treasure chest of gold-foil-wrapped
chocolate coins. This interactive picture book with lift-the-flap clues will keep fans of the bunny
siblings entertained for many readings. Max and Ruby star in their own popular show on Nick
Jr.
Follow the adventures of best friends Good Luck Bear, Funshine Bear, Cheer Bear, Grumpy
Bear, and Share Bear as they embark from their life in Care-A-Lot on a new adventure through
the Silver Lining! Spinning out of the new Boomerang cartoon! Welcome to the Silver Lining, a
mystical realm full of mirth and magic! The Care Bears, along with their pals the Whiffles,
protect this realm from the negative influence of the mischievous Bluster and his Bad Crowd!
With engaging, unique characters and an irreverent and heartwarming sense of humor, this
new graphic novel is perfect for anyone looking for more magic in their lives!
Broken by the unfathomable. Frightened of the future. And unaware of God's hand at work.
Gracie grew up working in her grandfather's ice cream shop in the small Kentucky town of
Ridgewood. Ridgewood is a quiet town known for little but a 20-year-old rumor that treasures
are hidden somewhere in its hills. But when misfortune strikes, Gracie is faced with challenges
no 11-year-old should have to bear. She has to learn to continue to live now that nearly
everything about her life has changed. The losses are so devastating that still years later she
fights the nightmares. Yet folks in the town in their own unique way watch out for their little girl
as she matures into a young woman. This is a story about Gracie Howard and how she finally
found healing in a message that her grandfather shared with her as a little girl and from a town
with hidden treasure.Note from author: When we don't understand life's unforeseen direction
and there seems to be no fathomable explanation or way out, every day is beyond difficult.
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Though how amazing is the moment that we not only accept His plan for our lives but witness
His path to our rescue! It is life-changing when we finally experience that overwhelming
moment when God draws all the broken pieces together into something amazing. This is
Gracie's story of how she found healing and discovered that it is not done alone.

Join Bear for another adventure in the Big Blue House, when he invites his
friends to take part in a treasure hunt, to cheer everyone up on a cold, rainy,
staying-indoors sort of day.
Ruth the bunny is excited to share the smelly springtime smells of spring with
Bruce! But what will Bruce think of all that stink? Little Bruce Book
Glass--The new billion-dollar drug. It's cheaper than cocaine, more
addictive...and it's got a secret. Admitting the drug trade was out of control and
the War on Drugs a complete failure, a covert collaboration between the DEA
and the CIA develops a drug that in only five years has completely devastated
the illegal drug market. The first half of the mission a success, the plan to
eradicate the drug lords and then focus on treatment has gone terribly wrong. All
because someone in the agency doesn't want to relinquish control. Now Daniel
Burke is fighting for his life. A double-crossed CIA agent, he's forced to confront
his own people, in addition to an overzealous FBI agent known for always getting
her man--and the combined forces of the Colombian drug lords who see Burke
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as "target number one." Can Burke evade his own people, escape the FBI and
still manage to bring the drug cartels to their knees?
“The next thing that happened to us was very interesting. It was as real as the
half-crowns—not just pretending. I shall try to write it as like a real book as I can.
Of course we have read Mr Sherlock Holmes, as well as the yellow-covered
books with pictures outside that are so badly printed; and you get them for
fourpence-halfpenny at the bookstall when the corners of them are beginning to
curl up and get dirty, with people looking to see how the story ends when they
are waiting for trains. I think this is most unfair to the boy at the bookstall. The
books are written by a gentleman named Gaboriau, and Albert's uncle says they
are the worst translations in the world—and written in vile English. Of course
they're not like Kipling, but they're jolly good stories. And we had just been
reading a book by Dick Diddlington—that's not his right name, but I know all about
libel actions, so I shall not say what his name is really, because his books are
rot."
Unlock the Magic follows the Care Bears on the road for the very first time! Read
along on all their latest adventures in this 8x8 with stickers. As the Care Bears
search for the missing Icelings, Share volunteers to make colorful ice treats to
help keep everyone cool. It's much more than she can handle, but she's
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determined to go-it-alone and not ask for help. Things quickly get out of hand,
and Share ends up snared in Bluster's Trap! Can the Icelings rescue her and
help her realize that they get more done when they work together? Read along in
this 8x8 with stickers!
Novel based on Pirates and buried gold of Treasure Island (Imaginary place).
What could be more timely than a book about kindness in today's divided and
often hostile world? Kindness Tales is the long-awaited third book in a trilogy that
includes Peace Tales and Earth Care from award-winning author and highlyrespected folklorist, Margaret Read MacDonald. Margaret has curated a
collection of her favorite stories that celebrate the timeless power of kindness to
make the world a gentler, safer, and even more loving place. Kindness Tales
contains more than forty folktales that illustrate the transformative power of
kindness through leading, sharing and caring for one another through simple acts
of kindness. These stories share a common theme of using thoughtful and
sometimes generous acts of kindness to make the world better. These timeless
tales from the world's great oral traditions are a delight to tell, read aloud with a
group, or simply enjoy as a quiet reading experience. This book can also be used
as a personal touchstone for thinking about and reflecting more deeply on the
consequences of quiet acts of kindness. Stories from around the world are
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supplemented by generous reference notes, source information, and suggestions
for further reading on the topic of kindness. These stories also teach the
important role that fairness and personal responsibility contribute to our world.
Due to Margaret's careful curation, these stories can be shared with groups of all
ages. Some of these tales easily engage preschool and primary school-aged
children, while other stories are more thought-provoking and more engaging for
teenagers and adults. Margaret Read MacDonald is well known for her lively
retellings of folktales. Drawing on her extensive background in folklore (Ph.D.
Indiana University Folklore Institute) and her many travels throughout the world,
MacDonald searches out unusual tales from the world's folk literature and oral
traditions. She has a gift for retelling these stories so they appeal to children and
adults alike. Margaret is a prolific writer and performer, having published over 55
books.
Charlotte Blue-Tongue, Peg-Leg Pete, Glass-Eyed Gabby, and their friends
swashbuckle through the streets demanding loot and treasure from their
neighbors in this Halloween pirate tale. As their world transforms from
neighborhood to pirate's lagoon, they shout, "We be pirates. TRICK ARRR
TREAT!" But what's lurking in the shadows? Are the pirates brave enough to
defend their treasure?
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Frank and Joe Hardy clutched the grips of their motorcycles and stared in horror at the
oncoming car.
A sweet, gentle story about overcoming fear and the magic of laughter, perfect for beginning
readers. Bear dreams of becoming a comedian. His jokes are unbearably funny, and he wants
nothing more than to make his woodland friends laugh. There's just one hitch in the plan: Bear
has stage fright. When Emmy, the comic hummingbird, discovers Bear's jokes, Bear learns
that there's more than one way to achieve your dream. Told in seven short chapters. Young
fans of comedy, aspiring actors, and shy kids will love this charming tale.
Can the Care Bears help Grumpy Bear find the Christmas spirit?
It started on a summer afternoon in 1795 when a young man named Daniel McGinnis found
what appeared to be an old site on an island off the Acadian coast, a coastline fabled for the
skullduggery of pirates. The notorious Captain Kidd was rumored to have left part of his
treasure somewhere along here, and as McGinnis and two friends started to dig, they found
what turned out to be an elaborately engineered shaft constructed of oak logs, nonindigenous
coconut mats, and landfill that came to be known as the Money Pit. Ever since that summer
day in 1795, the possibility of what might be hidden in the depths of a small island off the south
coast of Nova Scotia, Canada, has made it the site of the world's longest, most expensive, and
most perplexing treasure hunt. Author D'Arcy O'Connor recounts the fascinating stories and
amazing discoveries of past and current treasure seekers who have sought Oak Island's fabled
treasure for over two hundred years. It has baffled scientists and madmen, scholars and idiots,
millionaires and get-rich-quick schemers, psychics, engineers, charlatans, and even a former
president of the United States. The island has consumed the fortunes-and in some cases, the
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lives-of those who have obsessively set out to unlock its secret. Despite all their efforts, the
mystery remains unsolved, and not a single dime of treasure has ever been recovered. The
present-day search is an archaeological dig exceeding anything ever done anywhere for
similar purposes, and it may well result in the discovery of one of the world's richest and most
historically significant treasures. But this is also the story of individuals who have dedicated
years of their lives to discover what was buried long ago beneath this strange island. They are
driven by a lust for gold, by archaeological curiosity, and by their determination to outwit the
engineer who was responsible for the Oak Island enigma.
A story for lovers of animals, art, and holiday harmony As Christmas approaches, the animals
of the north woods tremble with excitement. Bear Noel is coming! He strides toward them with
his gift-laden sack, while they roll and romp in the snow, waiting. It is Christmas Eve, the one
night of the year when a hare and a wolf, a fox and a boar, a hedgehog and a possum, an owl
and a mole can gather peacefully, in the spirit of the happy holiday. Olivier Dunrea's gentle
story about the advent of Christmas and his exquisite, snow-filled pictures evoke all the warmth
and wonder of a magical time.
Skilled archer Princess Merida and her bear friends help teach about opposites.
In a dramatic new series, a host of characters is drawn to the rugged Yukon to start life anew.
Fleeing an arranged marriage, Grace escapes to Alaska. Peter, a widower, must choose
between parenting his young children and following his dream, while Karen chooses to strike
out on her own in search of a missing family member.
Little Kitty is Book 3 of the Wanderings of the 4 Little Bears, Lil' Ni-Night Treasures© collection.
Author/Illustrator J. L. Adel knits her storylines together in and amongst the 30 acre wood of
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Pine Hollow.At the top of the hill, nestled amongst the evergreens, the little Bear-cottage is
home to the 4 Little Bear children. Here, the hands of time tick a little slower; wildlife holds
conversations, and wanderings unravel daily.This Bear adventure transpires with a quiet ride
over pine needles and sticky leaves through Pine Hollow. Heading to get a can of milk for his
family, brother Bear discovers something quite special to cheer his sister Bear up, who was ill.
Will their parents allow them to keep David's surprise? What to do with the truth was something
both brother and sister Bear had to come to terms with, in the end.Every child will enjoy
pretending to be a Bear by being given the opportunity to color in the 4 Little Bear characters
with colored pencils, their family's skin color. The Between You & Me page knits parent and
child's hearts together through reflective questions. Collect all 12 Lil' Ni-Night Treasures© for
the making of the SWEETEST of DREAMS.Come wander with them and discover family,
friends, and TRUE love.

Unlock the Magic follows the Care Bears on the road for the very first time! Read
along on all their latest adventures in this 8x8. When two greedy gnomes steal
Love-a-Lot's gift-making crystal heart, the Care Bears must get it back in time for
the Festival of Hearts! Can they teach the gnomes the meaning of caring behind
the festival before it's ruined? Read along in this 8x8!
Bear’s understated Christmas celebration has Mouse feeling a bit anxious in this
humorous and heart-warming story featuring the unlikely, loveable pair. Features
an audio read-along! Get ready for Christmas and the best kind of surprises as
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grumpy Bear and eager Mouse, of the Bear and Mouse series, return in a funny
tale full of festive cheer and friendship. One frosty night, Bear hears a tap, tap,
tapping on his front door. “Merry Christmas!” cries Mouse, who has arrived for a
Christmas party. Bear has never had one before, but he’s certain that pickles are
essential, along with the reading of a long and difficult poem. The problem is,
whenever Bear comes back from the kitchen with treats, Mouse has vanished –
only to be found, small and grey and guilty-eyed, scurrying under the bed or
searching the closet. Will there be a present for Mouse? Even just a tiny one?
Jack B. Ninja! Jack, be quick! Jack, jump over the bamboo stick! Secret mission
starts tonight. Hide in shadow, out of sight. In this imaginative ninja fantasy
inspired by the classic nursery rhyme "Jack Be Nimble," cheer on Jack as he
sneaks over castle walls, swims through hidden tunnels, and uncovers a secret
treasure -- all while avoiding detection. But when Jack unwittingly springs a trap
in the middle of his mission, will he be able to use his ninja skills to escape the
bandits and make it back home? A sneaky rhyming reverie with a surprise onetwo punch ending from Bitty Bot author Tim McCanna and illustrator and Geisel
Honor recipient Stephen Savage!
Care Bears: Cheer Bear and the Treasure Hunt StorybookCare BearsCatch the
Christmas SpiritScholastic Paperbacks
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Lydia Eastlee has skipped a decade of her life.When she married a much older
man, Lydia took a shortcut from grad student to middle-aged matron. Do not pass
go. Do not drink jug wine or buy Ikea bookshelves.Now Lydia finds herself a
45-year-old widow. She's got a suburban McMansion she doesn't want, a hole in
her day where her job used to be, and a bunch of married-couple friends eligible
for Social Security.Lydia wants to start over and recapture the endless
possibilities life offers at age 25.She adopts a shelter dog with issues.Buys a
charming little starter home on the verge of collapse.And accepts a job she
doesn't know how to do.Lydia soon learns that youth isn't for the faint-hearted.
Her dead husband is trying to control her future through the terms of his will. And
her impulsive decisions may cost her some new friendships she can't bear to
lose.But with the help of a quirky dog trainer, a hilarious colleague, and a hunky
young carpenter, Lydia may get a second chance at the life she missed.
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